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Despite the strong worldwide growth in net AUM triggered by increased investments in 
ETFs and AIFs, COVID-19 negatively impacted AUM in 2020

Source: EFAMA Internationally Quarterly Release 2020, Deloitte analysis
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Cost pressure is one of the major challenge for asset servicers, pushing them to 
innovate to create added-value services and thus increase fees

Asset servicers are strongly pressured on their fees, with investors 
not ready to support higher fees

What are the asset servicing market's main challenges today? (rank from most important 
to less) - % of respondents

High importance

Medium importance

Low importance

What do you view in the market as the key drivers of innovation?
- % of respondents

90%90%

Increase in 
client 

expectations

Significant 
cost 

pressures

Opportunities 
emerging 
through 

technologies

Growing 
volume and 

complexity of 
reporting 

requirements

Something 
different

New 
regulations

60% 60%

40%

0%

Thus, they are turning towards innovations in order to relieve the 
pressure

20%
30%

30% 10%

50%
60%

Today In 3 years

Fee pressures on asset managers 

feeding back to asset servicers

Source: EFAMA Internationally Quarterly Release 2020, Deloitte analysis
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Major investments in equipment and technologies are the differentiating element 
between asset servicing winners and laggards

Who are the asset servicers winners?

Operating margin
(2019)

Operating margin CAGR 
(2015-2019) 

Average spending on equipment
(% revenues)

26.4%

17.2%

-9.2

Winning firms Underperforming firms

«Winner» asset servicers 
present a higher operating 

margin on average (+9.2%)

Sources: Custodians financial reports (2015-2019), Deloitte analysis 
Note: Figures are based on the «asset services» business line of the major players analyzed. In specific circumstances, growth assumptions have been taken into consideration. 

-12.9%

1.6%

-14.5

«Winner» asset servicers grew their 
operating margin with a positive 
growth rate over the last 5 years

9.9%

6.3%

3.6

«Winner» asset servicers are 
investing more in technology to 

streamline their operations
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Asset Managers seek to minimize costs and improve their operating model, and plan to 
achieve their objectives through technology

How will Asset Managers achieve their priorities in the next 2 years?

64%

55%

41%

35%

5%

Leverage new

technology

Change in product

strategy

Merger /

Acquisition

Outsourcing No plan yet

Asset Manager have recognized the part that technology plays in enhancing their 
operational efficiency

Asset Manager are still realizing the benefits that can be gained by acquiring 
competencies or partnering with external providers to outsource their business 
processes.

What are Asset Managers’ strategic priorities in the next 2 years?

87% Controlling costs 69%
Supporting new asset 
classes

86%
Focusing on risk & 
compliance 66%

Creating greater 
efficiency in operations

85%
Supporting  expansion 
into new markets 50% Expanding product set

74%
Enhancing quality and 
accuracy 49%

Improving investor 
experience

Sources: Northern Trust & WBR Insights 2020, Deloitte analysis 
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Data and analytics are emerging as key outsourcing trends for Asset Managers, forcing 
Servicers to strengthen their digital capabilities

Asset Managers target outsourcing areas in the next 2 years

Middle Office / IBOR

Data Management

Fund Administration

Back Office

Foreign Exchange

Trade Processing

Investment Analytics

Trading

Compliance

45%

40%

38%

34%

32%

31%

30%

30%

29%

New outsourcing market trends

Sources: Northern Trust & WBR Insights 2020, Deloitte analysis 

Asset servicers underappreciate how much Managers value digital 
capabilities when choosing a Service Provider

Asset managers’ main criteria when choosing a service provider, according to asset 
servicers vs. main drivers for selecting specific providers per activity/products, according 
to asset managers (2019 survey on asset managers)

of asset managers 
consider 

digital capabilities 
to be a main driver 
for selecting specific 

providers per 
activity/product

Asset servicers’ 
view

Asset managers’ 
view

of asset servicers 
consider 

digital capabilities
to be among the top 
3 important criteria 

asset managers 
consider 

when selecting asset 
servicers

40% 62%
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The three pillars supporting the creation of a Center of Excellence

Sources: Deloitte asset servicing survey 2020, Deloitte analysis

Center of Excellence

Technology 
Innovation

100% of asset servicers see 
themselves as up-to-speed or 

front-runners in digital innovation

Services 
diversification

60% of asset servicers consider 
expanding within the value chain 
offering front-office services to be 

a solution to face current and 
upcoming challenges of the asset 

servicing market

Offshoring

Considered as a way to face 
current and upcoming challenges 

by 40% of asset servicers
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Asset servicers goal is to build complete technology capabilities and open architecture 
services to offer plug-and-play solutions and scalable integration to asset managers…

Core systems and open 

architecture

Asset servicers offer complete 

technology capabilities and 

open architecture for plug-and 

play solutions to ensure a 

seamless integration that will 

not hinder investment activities

Self-services

Outsourcing

Modular

One-stop-shop

Data centric

Asset servicers offer multiple 

ways to access data and 

automate processes – so asset 

managers can choose model, 

integrate data and adapt the 

model to fit their business

Component services

Asset servicers offer asset 

managers to transform their 

current operating model by 

leveraging servicing solutions 

and leveraging the full support 

of the asset servicers teams 

Dedicated resources allocated to clients

Better connectivity and extended managed services allow 
asset servicers to provide and share resources with their 
asset manager clients

Integration between Servicer-Client systems

Asset servicers provide their clients with dedicated 
interfaces. By “plugging” into the asset servicer’s system, 
there is no need for the asset manager to host its own

Seamless outsourcing and integration are allowed by key innovations
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Asset servicers have organized their capabilities to conduct diversified innovation 
projects focusing on operational technology and client engagement

Most innovation projects currently carried out focus on operational 
technology and client engagement …

… and mainly use robotics and cognitive automation

100%

Risk 
management

Operational 
technology

Regulatory 
technology

Client 
engagement

60%

Mobile 
integration

60%

Something 
different

90%

40%

0

What type of innovation projects do you currently conduct?
- % of respondents 

What tools are you using to carry out innovative initiatives?

Artificial Intelligence (60%)

Cloud Computing (60%)

Digital communication channels (60%)

Robotics and Cognitive Automation (80%)

Data lake / Warehouse (60%)

Blockchain (50%)
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While most of their activities are currently performed in-house, asset servicers are 
utilizing offshoring in greater proportion

100% 100%

7% 13%
27% 29%

88%

9%

93%

69% 62%

ManCo / 
AIFM 

Services:

3%

Transfer 
Agent 

Services

Fund 
Administration 

Services:

Ancillary 
Services

Depositary 
/ Trustee 
Services

Custody 
Services

not performed

in-house

outsourced

For each service, what activities do you perform today? (% of respondents)

The Asset Servicing business model is likely to evolve towards 
stronger optimization and externalization

How do you plan to face current or upcoming challenges / areas for growth?

Review operating 
model by outsourcing 

some operations
(considered as a way to 

face current and 
upcoming challenges by 
50% of asset servicers)

Offshore to low cost 
location

(considered as a way to 
face current and 

upcoming challenges by 
40% of asset servicers)

Process 
optimization/lean 

management
(considered as a way to 

face current and 
upcoming challenges by 
90% of asset servicers)

Traditional asset servicing activities mostly remain in-house, but 
can be offshored for cost efficiency 

6% 8%
Outsourcing to third party service providers

What percentage of your investment budget do you plan to allocate to outsourcing to third 
party service providers today and in 5 years?

Today In 5 years

22%
11%

62%

16%

100%
45%

44%

25%

34%

33%
45%

13%

50%

None

Below 40%

Above 40%

ManCo / 
AIFM 

Services:

Transfer 
Agent 

Services

Fund 
Administration 

Services:

Depositary 
/ Trustee 
Services

Custody 
Services

For each service, can you indicate your proportion of offshoring? (% of respondents)
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Expertise and flexibility in the offering are key differentiators amongst Asset Servicers,  

while expansion of the value chain is a prerequisite to capture growth

Asset servicers are consolidating their current capabilities …
… while developing front and middle office functionalities to 

capture new clients and increase revenues

What are, according to you, the most important criteria for asset managers when 
selecting an asset servicer?

70%
Of asset servicers consider expertise among

the top 3 most important criteria asset
managers consider when choosing an asset
servicer

On the other hand, one-stop-shop solution is not viewed by asset
managers as a criteria of high importance when selecting a service
provider

How do you plan to face current challenges / areas for growth? (multiple choice)

60%

Of asset servicers consider expanding
within the value chain to offer
front-office services to be a solution to

face current and upcoming challenges of the
asset servicing market

What activities do you perform today? Which one do you plan to perform in the next 3 
years?
(% of respondents) 

33%

ManCo / 
AIFM 

Services

Fund 
Administration

Custody 
Services

Transfer 
Agent

80%

Ancillary 
Services

Something 
different

Depositary 
/ Trustee 
Services

56%

90% 89%

78%

90% 89% 90% 89%

60%

30%

44%

+48%

Today

In 3 years
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Lower production costs

• Reduced cost of tax knowledge (no 
need to maintain a network of tax 
experts)

• Reclaim services at lower cost

• Higher scalability thanks to extensive 
client and geographic coverage at lower 
cost

• Optimized processes as a result of 15 
years of managed services experience  

Improved client service

• Claims recovery in a large amount of 
markets

• Proactively managed and respected 
deadlines

• Optimized reclaim success and files of 
high quality

• Dashboarding and reporting 
capabilities

Enhanced revenues

• Increased client retention

• As the client reclaims money, the service 
can be sold to clients

• Focus your experts on added value tax 
services (e.g. tax advisory)

• Extended coverage or new services 
than can be sold to clients

Reduction of risks

• Minimization of compliance risk by 
leveraging worldwide network of seasoned 
tax experts

• Reduced reputational and operational 
risks thanks to automated processes, 
secure management of confidential data, 
proven tax expertise, etc.

• Market knowledge of Financial Tax 
Authorities (e.g. forms, processes, e-
filing)

Operational and strategic smoothing

• Available resources to focus on core activities

• Reduction of headcount

• Outsourcing of a complex, cyclical activity that 
requires a high level of knowledge

• No need to maintain a complex international 
network of lawyers and tax experts

Tax reclaim outsourcing

What are the most common challenges identified by our clients on the tax reclaim 
activities?
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Our success factors put us in a unique position to serve you

W
ith

h
o
ld

in
g

Center of Excellence

We are a center of 

excellence, capable of 

leveraging on local as 

well as offshore 

competencies.

The mix between 

centralized and 

offshore services / 

capabilities, uniquely 

positions us in the 

market.

Integrated system

We developed an

integrated system 

whose components 

support the current 

processes and can be 

adapted to embrace 

new undertakings and 

operations.

We implemented a 

flexible business 

model supported by 

a secure and 

adaptable IT 

infrastructure.

Global coverage

We can serve

beneficial owners

domiciled in more 

than 100 countries 

and investing across 

multiple geographies. 

We possess in depth 

knowledge of tax 

reclaim processes 

on a global scale.

Extensive BOs

coverage

We implement tax 

reclaim processes for a 

variety of legal entities 

(currently more than 

30), and have a solid 

knowledge base to 

expand our scope.

We know how to 

successfully initiate 

finalize tax reclaim 

processes for multiple 

investors’ types.

PSF status

We may offer a unique 

regulated outsourcing. As a 

PSF we are subjected to 

several regulatory 

obligations (e.g. on Anti 

Money Laundering, on 

professional and data 

secrecy, obligation to 

collaborate with tax 

authorities). We are also 

ISO certified (ISO 27001 

and ISO 22301).

This ensures 

confidentiality of data 

and transparent 

business processes.

Professionnel du Secteur Financier
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Our Tax Reclaim and Relief at Source operating model was designed to ensure access 
to tax expertise, a rigorous maintenance of our matrices, a lean end-to-end process 
and a high level of flexibility with our in-house developed tool

Deloitte Tax Reclaim and Relief at Source services

Tax Reclaim and 

Relief at Source 

Operation

Cost Benefit Analysis Document Preparation and Filing Reclaims Post Filing Activities

Tax Knowledge 

center

Tax advisory Tax Watch Rates matrix Eligibility matrix Doc matrix

Direct access to tax 
experts to perform 
complex analysis

Tax watch performed and 
shared via the market 
watch report / alert

Maintenance of our rates 
matrices for DTT, Local 
law and ECJ

Maintenance of our 
eligibility matrices for DTT, 
Local law and ECJ

Regular update of our Doc 
matrix for all combinations 

DClaim

Deloitte Tax Claims tool

• In-house Deloitte Tax Claims tool allowing to have a 

fully-automated process 

• Straight-through processing approach 

• Enriched directly with our matrices

Dedicated team

• Business analysts and developers fully allocated to 

the maintenance and enhancement of DClaim tool 

• Approximately 4 FTEs dedicated allowing Deloitte to 

provide tailored aspects when required by the clients 

• Identification of opportunities for tax 
reclaims and RaS based on DTT and local law

• Confirmation of opportunities considering 
minimum refund amount

• Preparation of the tax reclaim forms and RaS
documentation 

• Preparation and collection of documentation 
required 

• Filing via Tax Authorities / local depositaries

• Follow-up with Tax Authorities, chasing and 
answer inquiry letters

• Reconciliation of payments received with 
reclaimed amount
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Our Market Tax Watch & Withholding Tax Doctor help your clients to detect and explore 
missed opportunities to reclaim

• Today financial institutions face increasing challenges with their Withholding Tax operations, resulting in inefficient or inadequate tax reclaim opportunities coverage. 

• The Withholding Tax Doctor can perform a complete review of your clients’ income cash flows and provide information on incomplete or missed opportunities: Private 
Individuals, Investment Funds and many different structures are covered in a wide variety of markets.

1© 2019. Deloitte Solutions

Total Estimated Remaining 
Amount to Reclaim 

10,341,486 EUR

General Overview

Tax Reclaim Opportunities – Cost Benefit Analysis

(1) We have no filling experience about the reclaim in these countries
(2) For Bonds only

DE
25%

IT  
22%

ES
18%

PT
15%

NL

8%

SE
3%

PL
2%

ID
2%

IE
2%

KR
1%

DK  
1%

TW  
1% FI  

1%

SI
1%AT  

0%

Based on the data received from Client Name for the years 2017-2018, we have identified remaining 
amount to reclaim representing:

• Fund domiciliation: Luxembourg

• Fund Legal form: SICAV

• Fund legal status: UCITS

Remaining Amount to Reclaim in EUR (*)

Investment 
Country

Filing 
Period

Estimated 
Reclaimable 
Amount in 

EUR 

Number 
of 

Vouchers

Already 
Reclaimed 
Amount in 

EUR

Number 
of 

Vouchers
DTT

EU Case 
Law

Domestic 
law

Delay of 
Refunding

RAS

Germany 2017-2018
2,627,202

227
1,132,851

227
1,494,351

6 months 
/unknown Yes

Italy 2017-2018 2,261,394 110 110 2,261,394 Unknown Yes (2)

Spain 2017-2018 1,855,844 192 371,169 87 64,043 1,420,632 6 months Yes (2)

Portugal 2017-2018 1,569,164 49 49 1,569,164 Unknown No

The 
Netherlands

2017-2018
864,463

142 142
864,463 24 months No

Sweden 2017-2018 316,900 37 37 316,900 12 months No

Poland 2017-2018 179,457 46 46 179,457 6 months Yes

Indonesia (1) 2017-2018 159,648 5 5 159,648 Unknown Yes

Ireland 2017-2018 158,450 31 31 158,450 8 months No

Republic of 
Korea

2017-2018
99,735

24 24
99,735 12 months Yes

Denmark 2017-2018 88,281 18 18 39,236 49,045 24 months No

Taiwan 2017-2018 74,479 7 7 74,479 12 months Yes

Finland 2017-2018 48,732 3 3 48,732 12 months Yes

Slovenia (1) 2017-2018 20,237 2 2 20,237 Unknown No

Austria 2017-2018 17,500 1 1 7,000 10,500 12/24 months No

Total 10,341,486 894 1,504,020 789 464,378 8,214,638 158,450

8,837,466

Minimized operational complexity

Provide enhanced 
service offering and 
coverage to your 
clients

An access to Deloitte’s 
network of experts 
within every single 
investment country

Provides an 

assessment of the 

exact perimeters of 

eligible 

transactions

Present reclaim 

opportunities and 

gives a description 

of local 

requirements

Enables to launch  

discussion with 

clients and 

management

Withholding tax doctor tool

Treatment of opportunities 
up to 6 years in arrear
depending on statutes of 
limitation

Health Check on your 
current operations

A protection of the fund 
management board and 
wealth

WHT Doctor 
benefits

• A single data interface for all Double Taxation Treaties, EU Case Law, Relief
at Source and Domestic regulations

• A report containing graphical outputs for communication with your clients

• Your data is processed through a FINMA compliant entity of Deloitte in Switzerland

• An opportunity to outsource any withholding tax reclaims via our managed service
offering

Features & Benefits
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